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The Vaquero
A good half century before the western beef-cattle industry blossomed in
Texas, a singular breed of professional horsemen calling themselves
"Vaqueros" had already set the style, evolved the equipment and techniques,
and even developed much of the vocabulary that would become the stamp of
the American Cowboy.
In 1848, a pastoral society evolved, founded on Christ, but ultimately,
flourishing on the cow - the domesticated cow. Herds became an
unexpected source of profit to the fathers of this pastoral society.
The American cattle men became aware of excessive profits from herds
of cattle on the plains. These cattlemen soon recognized the excellent
horsemen and knowledge of how to handle cattle of these Vaqueros. The
plains Indians watched in astonishment.

Source: The Time Life Book Series -"Cowboys"
Dorthy L. Mast
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OUT OF THE PAST
The Cowboy Era
There was a time in the late 1870's and early 1880's when a man on
horseback could crisscross the Great Plains of North America - from the
Mexican to the Canadian borders, from Kansas to the Rockies. There were
very few residents in 1880, as you can see by the 1880 Census of Cheyenne
County, Kansas.
The census taker wasn't very diligent in recording all of the residents on
the open plains at that time. However, by the mid 1880's the area was
literally teeming with life. There were many cattle jostling one another for
patches of grass. Cheyenne County, Kansas, was one of the latter places to
become settled. People in the east as we 1 as elsewhere were hungry for
beef. This led to the cattle drives as the building of railroads moved west.
If the owner himself decided against making the journey, a trail boss had
to be hired. The best of these were tough, canny horsemen with hair-trigger
reflexes, men who could smell out danger, impose discipline and maintain
the respect of the drovers. Depending on his past record, his salary might
reach as much as $125.00 per month.
Ranchers began hiring trail bosses, wranglers, cooks and cowboys along
with the purchase of sound horses. There were several prosperous cattlemen
who came to this area with the establishment of large ranches in mind. The
more prosperous ones usually had backing from Eastern business men.
However, there were a number of individual cattlemen who were living from
day to day on "a shoe string."
Whether it was the small individual rancher or the more prosperous one the care of the cattle herd was affected with similar problems. Stampedes,
which might be set off by a thunder clap, a rifle shot or even the sudden
clanking of a chuck wagon pan, were a constant menace. Many a night, the
cowboys rode among their nervous herds, softly singing lullabies in an effort
to calm the cattle - or perhaps themselves.
The life of the early cattlemen or cowboys, was often fraught with
hardships and danger. It is said that they had to be tough as rawhide, clever
as the coyote and have an uncanny sense of danger. He had to have
knowledge of the behavior of his cattle and how to pick a lead cow. He had
to check all mavericks and strays or brands of other cattlemen. On the
plains, he sometimes had to live in a dugout, a tent, a shack or only had his
bedroll.
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His meals were prepared over a campfire or contained jerky which he
carried in a knapsack on the saddle. On the trail, if they were lucky, they
had a cook with a chuck-wagon.
His daily life consisted of the good care of his horse, which he sometimes
knew as well as he knew himself. Each day he had to be alert to the
behavior of the cattle, always looking out for rattlesnakes, brand thieves,
coyotes and other predators, storms, flooded streams and other unscrupulous
cattlemen and ranchers that did not adhere to the open range boundaries or
the legal rights of settlers.
The few times that a rancher and his cowboys entered a town, the rancher
had a hard time keeping his cowhands from "busting loose!" They usually
visited the saloon and suffice it to say, indulged in the pleasantries available
them. Some became wild and rowdy, shooting off their guns, usually skyward. Fights were not uncommon. When returning to the ranch and the
cattle, they were once more dedicated to the task.

tq

Dorthy L. Mast

OUT OF THE PAST
Cowboy Lingo
Air the lungs - cussin'
Biscuit Shooter -The Ranch Cook
Colorado Mockingbird - a burro
Dally - a half hitch of rope around a saddle horn, used when roping
Flea Trap - a cowboy's bedroll
Greasy Belly -a cook
Gut hooks - spurs
Hay shaker - a farmer
Hot rock - a hard biscuit
Idaho Brain Storm - a tornado
Kack - a saddle
Kack biscuit - a saddle sore
Latigo - a leather strap used to fasten a saddle on a horse
Maniac den - a sheep wagon or camp
Maverick - an unbranded animal
Necktie Social - a hanging
Tasting Gravel -thrown from a horse
Walking Whiskey Vat - a drunk
Source: "Western Words" by Ramon A. Adams
Dorthy L. Mast
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CRAFT CORNER
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BRANDS
Brands are one of the most interesting tools used by livestock people. Each
brand is by necessity different than all the others and often conveys the personality
of the owner. Brands have a language all their own. That language, like any other,
follows certain rules. The ability to read these symbols is referenced to as "callin'
the brand." Brands are composed of capital letters of the alphabet, numerals ,
pictures, and characters such as slash /, circle 0, half-circle V , cross +, bar_,
etc., with many combinations and adaptations. Letters can be used singly, joined,
or in combinations .
XIT - they can be upright
S - lying down or "lazy"
VB - 2 letters connected 2 letters combined
8 - reversed B
- v hanging over S
Figures or numbers are used in the same way as the letters.
Picture brands are usually used alone, for example:

a - ladder
-*. - rising sun
There are three accepted rules for reading brands:
1. Read from the left to the right as ML (M L).
2. Read from the top to the bottom as M (bar m).
3. When the brand is enclosed, it is read from the outside to the inside as

© - circle S

The reading of a brand, especially the more complicated ones, in one locality
or state may not correspond to the way it is read elsewhere.

CRAFT CORNER
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BRANDS
The origin of branding livestock dates from 2700 B.C. Paintings in Egyptian
tombs document branding oxen with Hieroglyphics. Ancient Greeks and Romans
marked livestock and slaves with a hot iron before tungsten carbon was discovered.
Hernando Cortez introduced branding from Spain to the New World in 1541. He
brought cattle stamped with his mark of three crosses.
In studying the history of cattle brands, we learn that brands can be broken into
five classes:
1. Spanish Mission Brands
2. Early Spanish Brands
3. Spanish Land Grant Brands
4. Texas/Anglo Brands
5. Old West/Modem Brands
Earlier Brands were more ornate, while modem brands are simple and more
practical.
There has never been anything to take the place of visible brands as a
permanent definitive mark of ownership and deterrent to thefts. Livestock people
say -"A brand is something that won't come off in the wash."
There were several early prosperous ranches established in Cheyenne County,
Kansas in the 1800's. These prosperous ranches were in competition with each
other for the open range. This open range domain would only be recognized by
cattle brands and by the cattle brands of other prosperous ranchers. The smaller
ranchers were often taken advantage of by unscrupulous ranchers by altering
brands.

Source: Time life Books - Cowboys and Cattlemen
Source: http ://www.cowboyshowcase.com/brands.htm
Dorthy L. Mast and Wanda Dowdy

CRAFT CORNER
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DESIGNING A CATTLE BRAND
Now that you have learned a little about brands, why not try designing one of
your own and challenge your friends to read it.
If your family runs cattle, ask about their brand.
If a real brand is used, it must be registered in the state, renewed every five
years, and cannot look like anyone else's brand.

Dorthy L. Mast

THE PHOTO PLACE

The pictures of the: cattle brands on th is page and rhe next
page were taken Ht Shay Realty office in St. Francis. Kansas.
about 15 years ago, the Shay Realty Company remodeled their
Building and decided t o decorate wi th cattle brands from
this area.

piece of wood.

These mmsua l and decorative bo<ll'ds were

ceil ing. To finish
border, rope was placed under the
brands an<l lhcn trimmed with pieces of ''x 2"
The rcsllh is definitely a unique and interesting trim aroun d
the office.

Connie Rooney & Wanda Dowdy
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THE PHOTO CORNER

Wanda Dowdy & Connie Rooney
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THE MYSTERY SLEUTH
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Cattle Era of Cheyenne County
Tidbit:
Before 1886, Cheyenne County, Kansas, Dundy County,
Nebraska and Yuma County, Colorado were cattle counties.
I quote Anna (Gorthy) Benge, "In the early days of these three states, hunters, trappers and
families in covered wagons considered these states more or less desert country. It was more of
a cattle country because of the grass that covered the prairies."
"Herds of cattle from Texas were driven to these states for fattening, to be sold later for meat
products."
Referring to what is now Cheyenne County, Anna (Gorthy) Benge wrote, "The cattle could
be found along the Republican River. There were no fences and they were herded by the
cowboys and kept close to the river." She continues, "The cattlemen and their big herds were
kept in the valley of the Republican River, until such time as they could all be counted and
claimed by their owners. They were identified by brands. There were 500 saddle horses in the
flats west of Benkelman. They were owned by the different cattle bosses. The cowboys were
paid to protect the cattle from the settlers and wolves."
The cattle had been pastured during the winter months. In early spring, all the cattle were
divided by brands to their rightful owners. The calves had no brands generally, but some calves
were recognized by the mother cow. The rest were divided into groups and given to the
cattlemen or given to the settlers. It was quite a sight to see all these hundreds of Texas cattle
huddled in their groups, with the cowboys on horses holding them. It was fun to see the little
calves recognize their mothers in another group, and make a run to get to "her".
I

Anna (Gorthy) Benge relates this history mystery from her father, James (Jim) Gorthy. As a
young man, he participated in Cheyenne County's cattle era.
Tidbit:
The Republican River was a big river at this time,
because there were no dams built.
Sources: Cheyenne County History, page 13, T8
Quotes taken from The Last Big Round Up, by Anna (Gorthy) Benge.

Linda (Beeson) Carroll

KEEPSAKES
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This oil painting is a family treasure. Sherry (Brunswig) Beeson painted
this prairie scene for her father-in-law, Lee Beeson, and the painting has
held a prominent place on the wall in the living room. The Kansas clear sky
lies over the bluffs and we could ask, "Is that the Republican River below
the bluffs?" The prairie grasses look lush and the lone tree and flat rock is
the perfect place for a rancher to take a break. I wonder if the rancher is her
father-in-law, Lee. Every time one looks at Sherry's painting, one sees
something new, not seen before. A family member's art is extra special to
have as an heirloom.

Linda (Beeson) Carroll

THE MAP QUEST - A
Texas Cattle Trails of the Midwest
Map #2 - 7
Canada
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The Map Quest
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"Pushing Horns" up the Trail
(Cowboy Lingo for driving cattle to northern sales)
After the Civil War ended and the Texans went back to their homes, they found
the wild cattle known as longhorns had multiplied in great numbers. Add to that,
the fact that they were worth a whole lot more in Kansas than in Texas, they began
to capture them, tame them somewhat, and drive them to the northern markets.
The markets had developed at the end of the line - railroad line that is. At about
that same time as the construction of the railroad moved west, people in the east
had developed a real taste for good beef and these were the fellows that could
make it happen. When the trains made it as far as Abilene, the Chisholm trail as it
was known, saw thousands of cattle arrive there after months on the long and
lonesome trail. The herds would consist of from 1200 to 1500 head and many
consisted of 3,000 to 3,500 head. The herds were so numerous that there was
sometimes only 10 to 12 miles between herds. Ellsworth was the next Cattle
Town, then finally Dodge City. When the herds were so numerous that the trains
could no longer load them, they would be driven to points on north. Ogallala,
Nebraska became a destination for the herds and by this time it was known as the
Western Trail.
The Chuck Wagon was an important part of these Trail Drives and there was
sometimes another wagon carrying the bed rolls and extra supplies. The
drovers/cowboys were typically young boys, sometimes as young as 12 to 14.
Perhaps that's where the term Cowboys came from??? The camp cook was
sometimes quite a grouch having to play nursemaid (from his point of view) to a
bunch of cowpunchers serving them mostly bacon, beans and sourdough biscuits.
There were several seasoned cowboys with each herd and they only had the luxury
of eating beef once in a great while, when a critter would be injured and have to be
slaughtered or some such. Once the cattle were delivered to their new owners the
cowboys would draw their pay from the trail foremen and head back to Texas, of
course after some celebration and recreation in whatever cattle town they were.
After very long days and short nights on the trail, sometimes unbearably hot,
sometimes terribly dusty, sometimes with rainy spells, to say nothing of difficult
river and stream crossings, they were understandably ready for a change of scene.

By Helene Landenberger
1119/11
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THE MAP QUEST - B
The Western Cattle Trail
..---:

---.-

"RA1L.
This lithograph entitled
"On the Trail" was printed in
Harper's Weekly on May 2,
1874, the first season of the
Western Cattle Trail through
western Kansas and Nebraska.
The treeless vast expanse of
grasslands was indicative of
western Kansas.

Courtesy of the University of Minnesota
Helene Landen berger
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"Head 'em up and Move 'em O!At"
Original melody and lyrics

Head 'em up and Move 'em out, and throw 'em on the trail,This is howit was on the great Western Trail.
Millions of cattle, up this long traiitrod, Cutting a path in the earrly day sod.
While lots'a Texas guys were fightin' in the CMIWari The wild longhorns, their numbers did soar .
So they'd catch 'em, tame 'em and brake 1em to the traii,Point 'em to The Stai and find a northern sale,

{Chorus }
Hiya Hiya Hup-Hup,Hiya Hiya Hey !Repeat * * * * * * * * ·* * * * * * * * * * *

They'd gather them in Texas, down by the coast, So peopie back east could have beef to roast.
From old Dodge City on the western plains, They'd load up the cattle on trainafteir train.
When the herds piled up,they'd head 'em on north,String 'em out for
they were worih.
When the deadlines moved west of !Ems and Hays, They'd head 'em cm nm-th for days and days.

an

{Chorus}

The ladder of rwers, led them an the long trail,It wasn't for ones who were weak or frail.
The maintrail went toward old North Platte, Through the plains pra!rie that was arid and flat.
In northwest Kansas by the town of Wano, Republican crossed on up north they would go.
Ogallala; Laramie, and Montana,then en up north to Canada.

{Chorus}

The Westerm Trail was a very long tril,It was the GREATEST CY the Texas trails.
Head 'em up and move 'em out and throw 9em on the trail.
+ + + + + This is how it was on the G r e a t W e s e r n T rail + + + + ?

Song by the Wild Rose Poet,Helene Landenberger 3/26/08
© 2009 on Rawhide and Roses CD © 2011Inbook titled "Bloomln' Prairie Poetry"

Helene Landenberger

THE BOOK CORNER
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CHEYENNE COUNTY COWBOY ERNEST FLETCHER
For the last 30 years or so, your writer has been fascinated with the history of
the "infamous" Ernest Fletcher (1867 - 1941), whose life and adventures were
published in the book The Wayward Horsemen, (available on Inter Library loan.)
What follows is a very short synopsis of some of the highlights from that book,
except that I have changed the presentation from second person to first person
form. Everette Sutton also made room for Fletcher in his book, Southwest
Nebraska and Republican River Tributaries.
Fletcher, Ernest Fletcher's my name. Cattle and Ridin' was my game. But, let me
tell you, I was one prime cowpoke in my day, Yes Sir! Might have got to be one
of the West's cattle kings, but used bad methods to build me up my own herd and
got caught. Spent five years in prison (at Canon City, Colorado) for it too. These
days you never thought you'd ever hear from a real rustler, did you? But I was
1one, and a gambler too! Course I mended my ways and became an upstanding citizen
of Yuma County, Colorado later on.
Ma, she called me Ernest; the kids called me Ernie, the Texas Trail hands called
me Fletch, mostly; but the cowboys I raised fireworks with in Dodge and Abilene
called me the JH Kid, and the Arizona boys called me Colorado. Some sheriffs
had ·me on their lists under other names which I've forgot because they were
temporary and didn't make any difference anyway. I don't think anybody could
have said I was downright mean, though I sure liked to raise cane with the boys
and shoot up the town.
Well, I was born on November 12, 1867 in North Carolina. When I was 2, all
nine of us in the family headed west to Texas. When I was 10, we finally settled in
a dugout 40 miles from Cleburne, Texas and raised wheat, com and cotton and
milked cows to exist. We had 8 yoke of oxen, made our best money freighting,
and were rich compared to some of the homesteaders I met later on in Kansas,
Colorado and Nebraska. One morning, March 16, 1881, I was plowing when a
bunch of cowboys came along and hollered, "Come with us kid!" At the time, the
old Texas Trail, first laid out by John Chisholm, started down around San Antonio,
and ended up at Abilene and later Dodge City. As ranchers moved on the lands,
the threat of Texas Tick Fever in the cattle forced the trail to keep moving west and
it ended up going through Wano, Kansas and even later up the Kansas-Colorado
state line to Ogallala, Nebraska.
But I want to tell you some of my memories from my days in the area of
Cheyenne County. On one drive we got to the flats about 25 miles from the North
Smoky and there wasn't any water and the cattle were getting dry, and so were we.
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Eventually, we camped just over the hill east of today's Bird City Threshers
Grounds, and Harry Cox went over to see what was going on in town and when he
didn't come back, Walt Baskum went to see what was keeping him. One by one,
the rest of the boys followed until there was nobody left in camp but me and the
old coot, Bill Batom.
Well, the boys got to feeling sorry for us because we couldn't get into Bird
City, so they brought the city to us. They came whooping it back over the hill,
bringing three women, two gamblers and three barrels of beer and a lot of
miscellaneous merchandise, all wrapped up in an old tent. We set up the tent, but
the Bird City folks weren't in a very good humor, having been brought against
their wills. That was the first summer that these parts were beginning to get
settlement, and the next day we met an emigrant train, and those tenderfeet thought
we were crazy, because we weren't wearing any shirts.
fiater, over east, a mile or so from McDonald, was the settlement of Celia. My
cousin and I decided to quit being cowboys for awhile and opened a winter meat
market there. If there was a pound of meat that went into that market that wasn't
rustled, I don't remember it. We butchered there three months and our friends kept
us im. business. We kept the meat in a little frame house where it would stay
frozen. Our equipment consisted of a wagon, two old butcher knives, a meat
cleaver and a meat saw. It was so cold that I think we earned every cent we made.
When the weather warmed up, we had to stop butchering, of course. That's when I
went to work for the Nebraska Oak Ranch on Rock Creek northwest of
Benkelman, just one of many ranches I worked for. Did some good rustling up
there and branded 100 head of 'em with my BIT. When I talk of cattle rustling, I
don't mean just stealing a cow off of some poor devil, nor stealing under cover of
night. The country was full of cattle that weren't recorded in the brand books. In all
my life, I never saw so many stray steers as were ranging, (especially after the Big
Freeze in 1886).
I remember one time when someone with a loose lariat picked up a dozen
heifers from Minors on the Middle Beaver (south of McDonald) and hid them in
Big Timber to cool. George Williams, Sr., and the Minor boys picked up the cattle
trail and that of a horse. I'd been rim-riding when I spotted those hidden slicks,
and being of a motherly nature, I decided to give the orphans a name and a brand.
Then I set out for the Forks where I planned to temporarily lose them among the
several head that were waiting to be shipped out of Benkelman. Well, the Minors
caught up and started shootin', kicking up the dust near me. So I turned, took
careful aim and nearly dropped a bullet in old man Minor's pocket. That's when
they backed away, but it didn't help me any, because a bullet had ricocheted and
hit me in the ankle.
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I trailed the heifers to the stockyards, penned them up and rode to my brother-inlaw's livery stable and told Rawhide Reynolds to hurry and tie a fresh mount for
me out back of Doc Maple's office. Then I went to the doctor's. Had to break off
a cottonwood limb to use as a crutch just to hobble into the place; but I just kept on
through the office and out the back door and got on the fresh mount and rode off.
r-Ainors gathered some of their friends and surrounded the doctor's office, but I'd
already made it back to the stockyards, gathered the heifers, and several others
besides for good measure, and was driving them north. Made about 30 miles that
night and hid the critters in the sand hills to cool. The money from the sale jangled
in my pockets later on. Well, I figured I was on my way to becoming a big cattle
baron, having got my start the way some others did, so I quit my job and took my
herd to a ranch that was owned by one of my kinfolks.
Elmer Miller had made me a present of a gelding called Stockings, quite a
favorite in horse races hereabouts. I rode Stockings to Blakeman, where the boys
got us a bareback race, and we were playing Stockings to win. Just before the race,
Earl Stephenson treated me to a drink o' whiskey. He cut the end off his buggy
whip for a race whip and unsaddled Stockings.
When the judge yelled, "GO!" Stockings put his head down and went, not
forward, but straight up in the air. He went up and went down. I lit on my feet,
breaking my left leg just above the ankle. Both bones were broken and poking
through the skin, crossed like a pair of scissors.
An old drunk doctor from Atwood tried to fix it, but he set my leg wrong and it
healed up shorter than the other. Then we had to get a woman doctor to break and
reset it again, and she did a good job. I stayed at the Stephenson's all winter, and
he wouldn't let me pay a cent for my care, and all I can say is, it was a pleasure to
be laid up at his place.
Someone told my sister that they were going to cut my leg off, so she hurried
from Benkelman to Atwood, and when she found that I was going to have two
good legs, she thought I shouldn't ride anymore, and it would be nice if I started a
saloon at the new town of Idalia, Colorado, which had one store, a hotel, a post
office and three saloons.
I had to sell some of my cattle to raise the capital for that new venture and
wasn't in the business very long anyway, because my partner not only drank up the
profits, but all our stock in trade, so I backed away.

[I hope you have enjoyed becoming acquainted with Ernest M. Fletcher through
these few excerpts. My full article, published in three parts, can be found in Kansas
Cowboy, Volume 8, Numbers 2, 3 and 4, January -June, 2004.]

Marsha C. Squires Magley and Shirley Watson
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Pieces of History
The Branding Iron
"The branding iron is a stamp used for branding. To mark with a brand or with a
label by burning on cattle to show ownership. To show up or reveal as clearly as if
marked with a brand, especially to reveal or to point out as in some way bad, as an
action so wicked as to brand a man for the rest of his life with a hot iron."
My sister Elaine and Iused to help our father, John Murray and our grandfather,
Charles Murray, brand the cattle. Elaine andIused to have to keep the fire hot for
the branding iron. The men would rope the cattle one at a time. After they cut off
some hair off the hip, they would put the hot branding iron on this place and the
brand was on. They would do all the cows and calves at one time. Ireally learned
a lot about the branding iron by first hand experience.
The Branding Iron below is over 100 years old. This is the letter "M" for
Murray.

This shows the actual brand.

This shows how tall some of
the brands were.
Source: Webster's New Practical School Dictionary.

Hollis DaPron
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ITEMS OF HISTORICAL INTEREST
Where did people in North America come from? No one is sure where man
originated. It is generally accepted that humans developed in the "Cradle of
Civilization" in Africa. Louis and Mary Leakey, archeologists in Africa in the mid
1900's, were instrumental in the discovery of our earliest known ancestors.
Humans migrated from African origins to Europe, Asia and more of the Far
East. There is still debate over the ways humans came into the Americas. We
have accepted the premise of humans crossing the ice free corridors, during different
ages, from Siberia into the Alaskan area.
25,000 years ago, the English Channel did not separate England and France.
Much of the earth's water was locked in glacial ice and sea levels were as much as
425 feet lower than they are today. Human activities today seem to be causing
global warming on a scale threatening to flood many land areas.
People could have possibly crossed the Bering Strait by very primitive
watercraft with very little knowledge of navigation or by walking across the ice. It
seems likely though, that as hunters or seed and plant gatherers, they would have
followed grazing animals that they depended on for food. That would have had to
be a time when the two continents were joined by a land bridge.
· During the height of glaciations, sea levels would have dropped and the land
floor would have risen and shallow portions of the ocean floor would have become
fand surfaces.
If sea levels were reduced by only 120 feet, the floor of Bering Strait would be
above water. The adjacent areas might therefore provide food for grass-eating
animals and plant foods and then man. Paleontological evidence indicates that in
Alaska's plains and valleys, there were animals and plant foods to supply man.
When ice free corridors opened small groups of men could have followed animals
into North America. This migration probably occurred over a very long period of
time. They would have learned to adapt to variations in climatic conditions. Animals
would have moved into new areas depending on available foods and man would
have followed. Plant and water sources were also a necessity.
Earth's climate has changed dramatically through the millions of years. During
cold periods, giant mammals grew thick protective pelts of fur, leading to such
animals as bison and wooly mammoths. Warm weather led to development of
tropical climates with warm weather species.

p. 20

Because people always needed food and shelter, they learned to use what was
available. This influenced the cultures that developed in the different groups of
people.
We learn the most about people from the artifacts left behind. Tools and
implements used in providing necessities in living are useful in learning about early
people. Tools used show a great deal of variations in materials. Variation in the soils
have much to teach us too. We find burned areas where fires were used in cooking
food, and cracked bones or bones scored by stone tools. Seeds and pollen also give
us information of plants used. Changes in soils also give some indication of types of
shelter used.
That this occurred over thousands of years is evidenced by the diversity of
languages. This difference of animals available for food probably contributed to
the various agriculture of hunting cultures.
Early people learned to use whatever was available as tools. Bone splinters
found with Pleistocene fauna (animals) in California have been strongly debated by
paleontologists as working by humans. Various stone arrows and scrapers were
used. The people used plant fibers and reeds for making flails or woven paddles
and types of baskets for gathering grains. They found an llsed different clays to
clake into pottery. The trash areas of discarded objectf{:- called middens.
Clovis spear points were found at a site near Clovis, New Mexico and date from
12,000 to 10,900 years ago. Other sites suggest colonization happened 18,000 to
16,000 years ago. Various sites have been thought by archaeologists to represent ·
ancient complexes.
Folsom points have been found mostly in the areas known as the High Plains,
extending along the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains. This type of points
were originally found at a site near Folsom, New Mexico.
We are just beginning the study of Man in North America. There is still much
to be learned.

Sources: Ancient Man in North America, by H. M. Wormington
The Pre-history of Colorado and Adjacent Areas, by Tammy Stone
Archeology of the Great Plains, edited by Raymond Woods
The Archeology of Colorado, by E. Steve Cassels
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1880 United States Federal Census - Cheyenne County, Kansas
(all white residents)
Married
Sex Age
Status
Work
Name
Thompson, Henry C. M 43 - 7/12 Married Plasterer
Grocer
Prongman, Alex M.
M 21 - 12/12 Single
Leach, Joseph
M 27 - 1/12 Single
Dentist
Graham, Frank
M 24 - 1/12 Single
Farmer
M 52
Married Cattle Raising
Brock, Jacob F?
Single
Brock, William
M 21-3/12
Cattle Raising
Christoph, John
M 33-1/2
Single
Cattle Raising
Cow boy
Fry, John
M 26 - 2/12 ?
Kelcomb, William
M 21 - 6/12 Single
Farmer
Stees, Romer
M 21 - 7/12 Single
Farmer
Farmer
?, Henry
M 23 - 1/12 Single
Daily, Andrew M.
M 22 - 1/12 Single
Cow boy
Married Cattle Raising
Benkle1rnan, James
M 55
M 66
Married Farmer
Dunn, George L.
F
33 - 1/12 Married Wife
Dunn, Ellen J.
(son)
Dunn, Calvanis
M 11 - 1/12 Single
Single
M 7
(son)
Dunn, George L.
Dunn, Jdeala
F
Single
(daughter)
11/12
(first child born in Cheyenne County, Kansas)
M 27
Richards, Franklin
Single
Cow boy
Ray, Franklin
Single
M 28
Cow boy
Ray, Jo1hn
Single
M 21
Cow boy
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Birthplace
Illinois
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Germany
Kansas
Germany
Colorado
Illinois
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Germany
New York
Illinois
Iowa
Kansas
Kansas

Father 's
Birthplace

Mother's
Birthplace

Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Vermont
Kansas
Indiana
Pa.
Germany
New York
Ohio
New York
New York
New York

Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
New York
Kansas
Indiana
New J.
Germany
England
Kansas ?
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois

Texas
Pa.
Pa.

Texas
Pa.
Pa.

Texas
Pa.
Pa.

1880 United States Federal Census - Cheyenne County, Kansas
(all white residents)
Married
BirthStatus
Place
Name
Sex Age
Work
M 29 - 11112 Single
Cow boy
Kelley, William F.
Pa.
Davenport, William M. M 45
Married Cattle Raising Pa.
Bateham, George
M 27 - 7/12 Single
Farmer
Indiana
Bender, William
M 14
Single
Farmer
Michigan
M 52 - 11112 Married Farmer
Heston, Lucius
New York
Day, Samuel
M 35
Married Farmer
Ohio
F
Married (wife)
Day, Anne
32
Iowa
Day, Charles
M
9/12
Single
(son)
Iowa
Day, Andrew
M 40
Married Lawyer
Ohio
F
Day, Sarah
30
Married (wife)
Ohio
Day, Florence
F
8/12
Single
(daughter)
Kansas
(second child born in Cheyenne County, KS)
Day, Charles
M 32
Single
Farmer
Ohio
M 30
Single
Cow boy
Morning, James
Illinois
Reich, Charles
M 35
Single
Cattle Raising Germany
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Father's
Mother's
Birthplace Birthplace
Ireland
Pa.
Conn.
Pa.
England
Pa?
Germany
Germany
Virginia
?
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Iowa
Vermont
Mass.
Pa.
Mass.
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Germany

Ohio
Ohio
Germany

